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Unbelonging 2021-08-24

where do those relegated to the margins find belonging in her luminous debut unbelonging gayatri sethi deftly interweaves verse memoir and a
bold call to action as she recounts her experience searching for home in the diaspora drawing upon her life story as a tanzanian born punjabi
turned american educator and mother of multiracial children sethi tells an intimate tale of stepping into her power while confronting
misogyny racism and empire spanning decades and continents from partition to the black lives matter movement southern africa to muscogee
lands unbelonging tells urgent truths inspires critical self reflection and emboldens its readers to pursue radical forms of justice
compassion and solidarity

Mrs Funnybones 2015-08-18

full of wit and delicious observations mrs funnybones captures the life of the modern indian woman a woman who organizes dinner each
evening after having been at work all day who runs her own life but has to listen to her mummyji who worries about her weight and the state
of the country based on twinkle khanna s super hit column mrs funnybones marks the debut of one of our funniest most original voices

Run to Realise 2020-05-07

what would drive a young man to quit a life of apparent comfort and recalibrate his threshold of pain by taking up a sport that entails
hours of swimming more hours of cycling and run a double marathon in recreating his journey from engineering and management studies to the
endurance sport including arguably the world s toughest one day event ironman and the challenging ultraman in florida via plush offices of
a multinational corporation in gurugram abhishek mishra shares many invaluable life lessons that he learnt along the way he tells his
compellingly earthy story of aligning heart mind body and soul in the pursuit of a dream and he does it in such a way that everyone can
relate to and employ in their own professional and personal lives

Desi Land 2008-10-27

desi land is shalini shankar s lively ethnographic account of south asian american teen culture during the silicon valley dot com boom
shankar focuses on how south asian americans or desis define and manage what it means to be successful in a place brimming with the promise
of technology between 1999 and 2001 shankar spent many months kickin it with desi teenagers at three silicon valley high schools and she
has since followed their lives and stories the diverse high school students who populate desi land are muslims hindus christians and sikhs
from south asia and other locations they include first to fourth generation immigrants whose parents careers vary from assembly line
workers to engineers and ceos by analyzing how desi teens conceptions and realizations of success are influenced by community values
cultural practices language use and material culture she offers a nuanced portrait of diasporic formations in a transforming urban region
whether discussing instant messaging or arranged marriages desi bling or the pressures of the model minority myth shankar foregrounds the
teens voices perspectives and stories she investigates how desi teens interact with dialogue and songs from bollywood films as well as how
they use their heritage language in ways that inform local meanings of ethnicity while they also connect to a broader south asian diasporic
consciousness she analyzes how teens negotiate rules about dating and reconcile them with their longer term desire to become adult members
of their communities in desi land shankar not only shows how desi teens of different socioeconomic backgrounds are differently able to
succeed in silicon valley schools and economies but also how such variance affects meanings of race class and community for south asian
americans

American Geography 2021-12-07

award winning photographer matt black traveled over 100 000 miles to chronicle the reality of today s unseen and forgotten america
when magnum photographer matt black began exploring his hometown in california s rural central valley dubbed the other california where
one third of the population lives in poverty he knew what his next project had to be black was inspired to create a vivid portrait of an
unknown america to photograph some of the poorest communities across the us traveling across forty six states and puerto rico black
visited designated poverty areas places with a poverty rate above 20 percent and found that poverty areas are so numerous that they re
never more than a two hour s drive apart woven through the fabric of the country but cut off from the land of opportunity american
geography is a visual record of this five year 100 000 mile road trip which chronicles the vulnerable conditions faced by america s poor this
compelling compilation of black and white photographs is accompanied by black s own travelogue a collection of observations overheard
conversations in cafe s and public transportation diner menus bus timetables historical facts and snippets from daily news reports a future
classic of photography this monograph is supported by an international touring exhibition and is a must have for anyone with an interest in
witnessing the reality of an america that s been excluded from the american dream

The The Sun and Her Flowers 2022-07-01

rupi kaur performs the first ever recording of the sun and her flowers her second 1 new york times bestselling collection of poetry and prose
this production was recorded in 2021 along with the brand new audio edition of milk and honey and the debut audio recording of home body
divided into five chapters this volume is a journey through the life cycle of wilting falling rooting rising and blooming it is a celebration of
love in all its forms
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World Between Us 2020-02-14

when amal finds out that her disastrous tinder match is now going to be her boss she can t be more annoyed qais ahmed is everything she never
wants to be narcissistic manipulative and arrogant however despite her relentless efforts she is unable to resist his charm and wit and is
drawn to him once she gets to know the real him she soon discovers that he isn t just a part of her professional life but has a deep
connection to a past she is trying to forget will this disturbing secret tear them apart or bind them together forever

Managing aquifer recharge 2021-11-25

this volume examines the phenomenon of fake news by bringing together leading experts from different fields within psychology and related
areas and explores what has become a prominent feature of public discourse since the first brexit referendum and the 2016 us election
campaign dealing with misinformation is important in many areas of daily life including politics the marketplace health communication
journalism education and science in a general climate where facts and misinformation blur and are intentionally blurred this book asks what
determines whether people accept and share mis information and what can be done to counter misinformation all three of these aspects need to
be understood in the context of online social networks which have fundamentally changed the way information is produced consumed and
transmitted the contributions within this volume summarize the most up to date empirical findings theories and applications and discuss
cutting edge ideas and future directions of interventions to counter fake news also providing guidance on how to handle misinformation in an
age of alternative facts this is a fascinating and vital reading for students and academics in psychology communication and political
science and for professionals including policy makers and journalists

The Psychology of Fake News 2020-08-13

a new york times bestseller featured in its own episode in the netflix original show bookmarks celebrating black voices recipient of a coretta
scott king illustrator honor award recipient of an naacp image award for outstanding children s literary work from academy award
winning actress lupita nyong o comes a powerful moving picture book about colorism self esteem and learning that true beauty comes from
within sulwe has skin the color of midnight she is darker than everyone in her family she is darker than anyone in her school sulwe just wants
to be beautiful and bright like her mother and sister then a magical journey in the night sky opens her eyes and changes everything in this
stunning debut picture book actress lupita nyong o creates a whimsical and heartwarming story to inspire children to see their own unique
beauty

Sulwe 2019-10-15

can you really forget your first love rehaan is a hard working and down to earth kind of guy when he moves to london he is hopeful to meet
his childhood love zynah whom he hasn t been able to forget even after all these years it turns out that zynah is just the same just as he
remembers her fun loving adventurous and beautiful however there is just one small difference she is getting married what will rehaan do risk
ruining their friendship and tell her he loves her or let her marry the man she has chosen

The Defence Makeover 2002

a concise and accessible guide to techniques for detecting doctored and fake images in photographs and digital media stalin mao hitler
mussolini and other dictators routinely doctored photographs so that the images aligned with their messages they erased people who were
there added people who were not and manipulated backgrounds they knew if they changed the visual record they could change history once
altering images required hours in the darkroom today it can be done with a keyboard and mouse because photographs are so easily faked fake
photos are everywhere supermarket tabloids fashion magazines political ads and social media how can we tell if an image is real or false in
this volume in the mit press essential knowledge series hany farid offers a concise and accessible guide to techniques for detecting doctored
and fake images in photographs and digital media farid an expert in photo forensics has spent two decades developing techniques for
authenticating digital images these techniques model the entire image creation process in order to find the digital disruption introduced by
manipulation of the image each section of the book describes a different technique for analyzing an image beginning with those requiring minimal
technical expertise and advancing to those at intermediate and higher levels there are techniques for among other things reverse image
searches metadata analysis finding image imperfections introduced by jpeg compression image cloning tracing pixel patterns and detecting
images that are computer generated in each section farid describes the techniques explains when they should be applied and offers examples of
image analysis

All of My Heart 2018-11-26

lal salam is an hindi poetry towards the dark shades of feminism just like every ideology has flaws this poetry deals with the flaws of the
same

Fake Photos 2019-09-10

manu gandhi m k gandhi s grand niece joined him in 1943 at the age of fifteen an aide to gandhi s ailing wife kasturba in the aga khan palace
prison in pune manu remained with him until his assassination she was a partner in his final yajna an experiment in brahmacharya and his
invocation of rama at the moment of his death spanning two volumes the diary of manu gandhi is a record of her life and times with m k gandhi
between 1943 and 1948 authenticated by gandhi himself the meticulous and intimate entries in the diary throw light on gandhi s life as a
prisoner and his endeavour to establish the possibility of collective non violence they also offer a glimpse into his ideological conflicts his
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efforts to find his voice and his lonely pilgrimage to noakhali during the riots of 1946 the first volume 1943 44 chronicles the spiritual
and educational pursuits of an adolescent woman who takes up writing as a mode of self examination the author shares a moving portrait
of kasturba gandhi s illness and death and also unravels the deep emotional bond she develops with gandhi whom she calls her mother

Lal Salaam (Red Salute) 2019-08-20

from the 1 new york times bestselling author of milk and honey and the sun and her flowers comes her greatly anticipated third collection of
poetry rupi kaur constantly embraces growth and in home body she walks readers through a reflective and intimate journey visiting the past
the present and the potential of the self home body is a collection of raw honest conversations with oneself reminding readers to fill up on
love acceptance community family and embrace change illustrated by the author themes of nature and nurture light and dark rest here i dive
into the well of my body and end up in another world everything i need already exists in me there s no need to look anywhere else home

The Diary of Manu Gandhi 2020-11-17

winner of the comedy women in print prize 2021 whip smart original and so funny i found it impossible to put down and lost count of the
number of times i laughed out loud beth o leary sunday times bestselling author of the road trip your family would kill to see you happy

Home Body 2021

because he is a young mute person who can hear aran becomes involved in the adventures of eloise and abelard france s most famous lovers
who lived during the twelfth century

DO EPIC SHIT. 1891

mindy mcknight youtube s favorite mom shares the tools parents need to keep kids safe in their online lives and shows how to create stronger
family relationships as they do a cross between jen hatmaker and rosalind wiseman viral parenting is a guide to raising responsible safe and
communicative kids in the digital world mindy shares practical tools for having honest conversations with kids of all ages about privacy
bullying respectfulness and family time while emphasizing the importance of trust and open communication these strategies are timeless
whether applied to texting snapping facebooking kiking or whatever social media platforms await us in the future this book is ultimately
about teaching children about personal responsibility and safety mindy shares practical tools for creating family rules for kids of all ages
about privacy bullying respectfulness and family time while emphasizing the importance of trust and open communication using family
contracts guided conversations device checks and respectful but firm oversight the mcknights have raised a close knit family and navigated
the complexity of being world wide internet celebrities with grace mcknight will show any parent of any child or teen how that s done
setting non negotiable guidelines and offering a savvy perspective toward privacy that audience have been begging for

The Tribes and Castes of Bengal 2021-04-27

new york times bestseller the founder of momofuku cooks at home and that means mostly ignoring recipes using tools like the microwave and
taking inspiration from his mom to get a great dinner done fast james beard award nominee one of the best cookbooks of the year new york
post taste of home david chang came up as a chef in kitchens where you had to do everything the hard way but his mother one of the best
cooks he knows never cooked like that nor did food writer priya krishna s mom so dave and priya set out to think through the smartest
fastest least meticulous most delicious absolutely imperfect ways to cook from figuring out the best ways to use frozen vegetables to
learning when to ditch recipes and just taste and adjust your way to a terrific meal no matter what this is dave s guide to substituting
adapting shortcutting and sandbagging like parcooking chicken in a microwave before blasting it with flavor in a four minute stir fry or a ten
minute stew it s all about how to think like a chef who s learned to stop thinking like a chef

Dial A For Aunties (Aunties, Book 1) 2001

originally published in french as la philosophie une ecole de la liberte enseignement de la philosophie et apprentissage du philosopher etat des
lieux et regards pour l avenir this study is dedicated to all those who engaged themselves with vigour and conviction in the defence of the
teaching of philosophy a fertile guarantor of liberty and autonomy this publication is also dedicated to the young spirits of today bound
to become the active citizens of tomorrow

Spider's Voice 2019-04-02

a young food writer s witty and irresistible celebration of her mom s indian ish cooking with accessible and innovative indian american recipes

Viral Parenting 1889

my friend the fanatic is a portrait of the world s most populous muslim country indonesia and the fourth most populous nation in the world
a nation once synonymous with tolerance that now finds itself in the midst of a profound shift toward radical islam the portrait is painted
through the travels of a pair of unlikely protagonists sadanand dhume the author is a foreign correspondent a princeton educated indian
atheist with a fondness for literary fiction and an interest in economic development his companion herry nurdi is a young islamist who hero
worships osama bin laden their travels span mosques and discotheques prison cells and dormitories sacred volcanoes and temple ruins
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Moniteur belge 2021-10-26

the oldest written tradition of european music the art we know as gregorian chant is seen from an entirely new perspective in katherine
bergeron s engaging and literate study bergeron traces the history of the gregorian revival from its romantic origins in a community of french
monks at solesmes whose founder hoped to rebuild the moral foundation of french culture on the ruins of the benedictine order she draws out
the parallels between this longing for a lost liturgy and the postrevolutionary quest for lost monuments that fueled the french gothic
revival a quest that produced the modern concept of restoration bergeron follows the technological development of the gregorian
restoration over a seventy year period as it passed from the private performances of a monastic choir into the public commodities of printed
books photographs and gramophone records she discusses such issues as architectural restoration the modern history of typography the
uncanny power of the photographic image and the authority of recorded sound she also shows the extent to which different media shaped the
modern image of the ancient repertory an image that gave rise to conflicting notions not only of musical performance but of the very idea of
music history

Cooking at Home 2007

the idea of the fingerprint sourcebook originated during a meeting in april 2002 individuals representing the fingerprint academic and scientific
communities met in chicago illinois for a day and a half to discuss the state of fingerprint identification with a view toward the challenges
raised by daubert issues the meeting was a joint project between the international association for identification iai and west virginia
university wvu one recommendation that came out of that meeting was a suggestion to create a sourcebook for friction ridge examiners
that is a single source of researched information regarding the subject this sourcebook would provide educational training and research
information for the international scientific community

Philosophy, a School of Freedom 2019-04-23

about the book in 2014 karishma mehta started humans of bombay to capture the untold stories of the millions of people living in the
maximum city this book entails a handpicked collection of some of the best stories on the humans of bombay facebook blog as well as
several unseen stories funny insightful quirky and intimate these stories are sure to make your heart melt provided by publisher

Indian-Ish 2000

the new york times bestseller peggy orenstein broke ground with her bestselling girls sex exploring young women s right to pleasure and
agency in sexual encounters now she turns her focus to boys with an examination of how young men are navigating sexual culture in these
changing times and what we need to do help them drawing on comprehensive interviews with young men psychologists and experts in the field
boys sex dissects locker room talk pornography as the new sex education the role of empathy boys understanding of hookup culture and
consent and their experience as both perpetrators and victims of sexual assault by presenting young men s experience in all its complexity
orenstein unravels the hidden truths hard lessons and important realities of young male sexuality in today s world the result is a
provocative and paradigm shifting work that offers a much needed vision of how boys can truly move forward as better men

Color Atlas of Pharmacology 2009-04-01

what is it like to be known as mansoor ali khan pataudi s daughter or to have a mother as famous as sharmila tagore or to be recognized as
saif ali khan s sister or as kareena kapoor s sister in law and where do i stand among them actor soha ali khan s debut book is at heart a
brilliant collection of personal essays where she recounts with self deprecating humour what it was like growing up in one of the most
illustrious families of the country with never before published photos from her family s archives the perils of being moderately famous takes
us through some of the most poignant moments of soha s life from growing up as a modern day princess and her days at balliol college to
life as a celebrity in the times of social media culture and finding love in the most unlikely of places all with refreshing candour and wit

My Friend the Fanatic 2023-04-28

recipes recreated from beloved movies and tv shows by the host of one of the most popular food programs on the internet

Decadent Enchantments 1990

ramachandra guha s india after gandhi is a magisterial account of the pains struggles humiliations and glories of the world s largest and
least likely democracy a riveting chronicle of the often brutal conflicts that have rocked a giant nation and of the extraordinary
individuals and institutions who held it together it established itself as a classic when it was first published in 2007 in the last decade india
has witnessed among other things two general elections the fall of the congress and the rise of narendra modi a major anti corruption
movement more violence against women dalits and religious minorities a wave of prosperity for some but the persistence of poverty for
others comparative peace in nagaland but greater discontent in kashmir than ever before this tenth anniversary edition updated and expanded
brings the narrative up to the present published to coincide with seventy years of the country s independence this definitive history of modern
india is the work of one of the world s finest scholars at the height of his powers
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The Construction Specifier 2014-08-02

fractals are characterized by the repetition of similar patterns at ever diminishing scales fractal geometry has emerged as one of the most
exciting frontiers on the border between mathematics and information technology and can be seen in many of the swirling patterns produced by
computer graphics it has become a new tool for modeling in biology geology and other natural sciences anthropologists have observed that
the patterns produced in different cultures can be characterized by specific design themes in europe and america we often see cities laid out in a
grid pattern of straight streets and right angle corners in contrast traditional african settlements tend to use fractal structures circles
of circles of circular dwellings rectangular walls enclosing ever smaller rectangles and streets in which broad avenues branch down to
tiny footpaths with striking geometric repetition these indigenous fractals are not limited to architecture their recursive patterns echo
throughout many disparate african designs and knowledge systems drawing on interviews with african designers artists and scientists ron
eglash investigates fractals in african architecture traditional hairstyling textiles sculpture painting carving metalwork religion games
practical craft quantitative techniques and symbolic systems he also examines the political and social implications of the existence of
african fractal geometry his book makes a unique contribution to the study of mathematics african culture anthropology and computer
simulations

The Fingerprint 2017

in sach kahun toh actor neena gupta chronicles her extraordinary personal and professional journey from her childhood days in delhi s karol
bagh through her time at the national school of drama to moving to bombay in the 1980s and dealing with the struggles to find work it
details the big milestones in her life her unconventional pregnancy and single parenthood and a successful second innings in bollywood a
candid self deprecating portrait of the person behind the persona it talks about her life s many choices battling stereotypes then and now and
how she may not be as unconventional as people think her to be

Humans of Bombay 1992

we need to create a home to return to and when i say home i m not talking about a physical place or somewhere where pants are optional i m
talking about a set of beliefs after a day full of well anything we need to dig a foundation so deep that it will exist and thrive even if our
surface level efforts fail ever wondered what the point of all those school maths lessons about triangles was youtuber and comedian
lilly singh has finally discovered the answer triangles are the perfect model for building your self esteem and getting to know your own
values triangles have a strong base they re hard to knock over and always retain their own shape even when they grow with her
incomparable sense of humour and fun lilly explains how she has put the ethos of the triangle to work in her own life and shows how you
can do the same complete with playful illustrations and inspiring ideas this book is like a best friend cheering you on as you find your purpose
and get to know yourself

Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar 2020-03-26

Boys & Sex 2017-12-12

The Perils of Being Moderately Famous 2019

Binging with Babish 2017-07-13

India After Gandhi: The History of the World's Largest Democracy 2015

The Big Indian Wedding 1999

African Fractals 2021-06-14

Sach Kahun Toh 2022-04-14

Be A Triangle
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